ROC analysis of detection of metastatic pulmonary nodules on digital chest radiographs with temporal subtraction.
The authors' purpose was to evaluate the effect of temporal subtraction on digital chest radiographs in the detection of metastatic pulmonary nodules. The study included 21 cases with metastatic pulmonary nodule and 21 cases without metastatic nodule. Eleven radiologists, including eight residents and three certified radiologists, provided their confidence levels for the presence or absence of pulmonary nodules without and with temporal subtraction. Their performances without and with temporal subtraction were evaluated by means of receiver operating characteristic analysis with both independent and sequential tests. For the independent test, the radiologists' Az (area under the receiver operating characteristic curve) values were 0.871 without and 0.954 with temporal subtraction, compared with 0.882 and 0.955, respectively, for the sequential test. Diagnosis accuracy was significantly improved with the use of temporal subtraction. There was no significant difference in Az values between the independent and sequential tests. Temporal subtraction is useful in the detection of metastatic pulmonary nodules, and this technique augments the value of digital chest radiography.